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Pokemon Platinum Version NDS ROM Free download for DeSmuME You can play this game on Android Mobile and PC Laptop Using sweeping DS Emulator for PC DeSmuME Free - DS Emulator for apk Android, Pokemon Platinum Version to hack codes unlock, Pokemon Platinum version APK Android walkthoughDue to the server Nintendo takes down, there is a patch where you can develop you Then
you ask the creator to translate. So today I will recommend Rom hacks or /fan games that contain fusion and it's English, yes you read this right. 100% English and some of the games can not be completed or it is a complete game. Generation of Pokemon Fusion. A list of complete Pokemon Rum Haki. Please help improve this list! If you are aware of a completed game (or one that has at least 7 gyms) that
is not specified or if there is a hack that does not belong here, please let me know in the comments. DS Game: Pokemon Platinum (U.ndsRelease Date: 2009-03-17Genre: Adventures RPGPublisher: NintendoRegion: USALanguages: EnglishExtract This game with Winrar.Recommended Emulator DeSmuME Pokemon Origin Platinum V1.4 Hack developed by Lazerith Current Status: Working Attention: I
started working on the second Pokemon Hack, Hack so if an error that needs urgent fixation occurs, I probably won't update Origin Platinum. For more information about my new hack, or if you have any other questions feel free to personally message me. Summary: Pokemon Origin Platinum is a standalone Pokemon Platinum hack developed by Lazerith and inspired by Dreyano's hacks. Origin Platinum
has the ability to get all 493 Pokemon without having to do any events, trade, or going underground. Features: Pokemon Origin Platinum includes the following features: The ability to catch all 493 Pokemon without using any external source, while at the same time being able to trade and fight with friends. Each non-legendary Pokemon can be caught in front of the elite foursome, and the most added
legendary Pokemon are located in post-family zones. Regigigas no longer requires the presence of Regis Pokemon to catch, but has been changed to a fateful encounter, so this can allow the player to catch other Regis Pokemon. Giratina now has a Griseous ball held when you catch it. I know a lot of people don't like what he looks like without him. I'm one of those people. Items such as metal coats that
were originally given as a good item to allow Pokemon to evolve by trading can now be used to develop Pokemon in the same way as the evolution of stones. Pokemon, which develop simply by trading them, are now developing at certain levels. Check the documents provided by the patch for more information. Wurmple is now evolving into based on his field. Spiritomb no longer requires going
underground and meeting 32 people to catch. Just use the Odd Keystone where you normally will be. After the player has caught 492 Pokemon, he/she will be given the Azure Flute by one of the residents of sandgem. It's This. required to catch Arceus. Catch Arkeus is pretty much the goal of the game. Players wanting to make competitive teams using any fossil Pokemon, spiritomb, or Pokemon that
evolve through evolutionary elements will now discover that all fossils, the odd cornerstone, and all elements of evolution are being sold at the Veilstone department store. Event elements such as Secret Key, Membership Pass, Oak's Letter and Azure Flute are now given to you in certain parts of the game. Super Rod is now given to you by jasmine right after you beat the 8th gym. There are some
Pokemon that can only be, or much more often when using a super rod. For more information, check out Pokemon Locations. The game now has a second master ball. So don't worry if you accidentally use it. However, there are still only two in the game, so still use them sparingly. Many NPCs who used to say meaningless, meaningless and useless text have been modified to say links to different types of
media such as anime, games, TV shows and movies. See if you can find and understand them all. This is one change I made that I didn't include the document. I thought it would ruin the fun. More information about these changes is included in the documents. Replayability: With the ability to catch every Pokemon, as well as all included links to the search, Pokemon Origin Platinum gives players a reason
to talk to everyone and explore each object. Screenshots: Errors: No, as now If you run into any problems, please ttch me or post an answer so I can fix them as quickly as possible. Latest changes: Spoiler: V1.4 Spear Pillar bug corrected. Checked before beating the elite four without freezing. Please let me know about any post-match mistakes. V1.3 Due to the ability to correct the original error found
before to prevent progress outside mount Coronet after the 7th icon, I eliminated the room in mt. Coronet. When you go to the entrance, which usually brings you a room too, it will bring it to the room after that. The transition looks a bit amusing, but at least it allows you to progress. V1.2 Mistakes that appeared after I rewrote the game to fix the bike road freeze have now been fixed. I did a test passing and
made it past the fifth gym with absolutely no problems. V1.1 I set the bike path to freeze. Currently, my passage is up to Hearthome City, so you should be able to get to this point without a problem. Future changes: Future changes that I plan to make include but are not limited to followingMore links will be included in each update. Nowadays, links are plentiful in every city/city before and including Eterna
City. After that, they are sprinkled throughout the game. I want this part of the game to be something that includes everything, so please offer links to put in. I'm very busy, so the following future changes are just an ideaI plan to change the surf/fish of Pokemon to be the same levels as Pokemon in the same Neighborhood. I want to make low level Pokemon in post-game areas such as Turnback Cave
above aligned. Credits: Dreyano to walk me through what programs I need and how to use them. Taught me how to use hex editing for this hack, and helped me check and make balances to what wild Pokemon can be found where. Also for helping me make decisions throughout my time making this hack. Driano Blaze Black, Volt White, Sacred Gold, and Storm Silver were the things that inspired me to do
this project, and without it, Origin Platinum wouldn't exist. My girlfriend to create the title image used in this post. Various of my friends for helping me think about links to put in the game and looking for bugs. Tools used:PPRE CrystalTile2 TheNewPokeText Download links: Next links where you can download the patch and documents. You will need to provide your own Pokemon Platinum rom and
download xdelta to apply the patch. Recommendations: I strongly recommend the following hacks developed by Dreyano, who inspired and helped me make Pokemon Origin Platinum. Pokemon Blaze Black and Bolt White Pokemon Blaze Black 2 and Bolt White 2 It looks great! The features and images look promising too, I download this and try it out. Wow very nice ... I'll definitely check it out ;) it's been a
while since I played gen 4 Proud MLP Fan/NCIS/Ghost Hunters/Ghost Adventures/CSI and many other RIP: Step Mom 7/17/53-7/2/13 RIP: Uncle Jesse ??? -1/3/2014 I breed for IVs / Ev's ... but I always remember to have fun playing Pokemon I always play for fun on my emulators and Y version just www.youtube.com/trollshammy80 looks awesome I like it :) Do you even change moves? Statistics? Or is it
just a 493 hack? You a'hole in another forum you posted this and the PPL complained about a spear post bug that prevents you from going through the grunt so why the hell would you post it here a year later ?!?!?!?!? I don't even think you changed this game a bit. with this saying I played this MAGICKRAP all day and now im stuck on 2 grunts on the spear pole .. fix it or die at my hands. Good afternoon.. I
REALLY GOOD DAY WARNING : This hack is a completley waste of your time, at first I thought it was a really cool hack and started playing with a friend. We faced a glitch that makes our game freeze and we are unable to continue. The failure occurs before the Giratina event starts, so this game is unplayable. AND DO YOU KNOW THE WORST PART? THE CREATOR DIDN'T EVEN MENTION IT, AND
IN OTHER FORUMUS IT DOESN'T EVEN CARE, WHILE MANY PEOPLE COMPLAIN ABOUT THE TIME THEY WASTED ON THE DAMAGED HACK OF THE KKKKKKKCCCCCCCCCC:-) Thanks for the time I'm not really raging I just killed and squished the little Pikachu I saw and then I it to pieces and sold it on ebay under the MOST IDIOTIC ROM AND FAIL category. So long. PS : I DELETED YOUR
HACK AND THEN INSTALLED A CLEAN ROM, OPENED MY LAST SAVE, AND IT WORKED BETTER WIHTOUT YOUR HACK. .... so it's still still Hack? Because I rather than go to the post guy above me to think that there is a game breaking bug in this hack. I really want to be able to try it out, so if anyone else had the same problem with this guy when playing, and until I get a new R4 Flashcart for my
3DS, I don't want to play until I'm sure. This signature is off. Signature is over 600px wide :( Please review and fix the problems by reading the signature rules. You must edit it to comply with the rules before you can remove the sig-reason code from your signature. Removing this tag will allow you to re-enable it. Don't remove the tag until you fix the problem in the signature. You can be fracted to remove
this tag if you don't fix these issues. Don't use this tag for decorating purposes. Game update: I fixed all the freezing before after the game. The game can be beaten. Let me know if any post-game freezes occur. I haven't experienced any. Maybe I should just take the hack down. Some people here don't deserve it. Originally published as Original post - Original post - you a'hole in another forum you posted
this and the PPL complained about a spear post bug that doesn't allow you to go grunt so why the hell would you post it here a year later ?!?!?!?!? I don't even think you changed this game a bit. with this saying I played this MAGICKRAP all day and now im stuck on 2 grunts on the spear pole .. fix it or die at my hands. Good afternoon.. I said a good day I was busy with work and school. I just fixed the game.
This was posted here before knowing about the spear post bug. Obviously you have no experience creating games or rom hacks as there are many bugs that can pop up, and changing something into Pokemon Hack in one script can lead to a completely unrelated freeze scenario. I'm sorry, but to learn that if something can go wrong, it will. Originally published as Texy and Original post - WARNING: This
hack is a completley waste of your time, at first I thought it was a really cool hack and started playing with a friend. We faced a glitch that makes our game freeze and we are unable to continue. The failure occurs before the Giratina event starts, so this game is unplayable. AND DO YOU KNOW THE WORST PART? THE CREATOR DIDN'T EVEN MENTION IT, AND IN OTHER FORUMUS IT DOESN'T
EVEN CARE, WHILE MANY PEOPLE COMPLAIN ABOUT THE TIME THEY WASTED ON THE DAMAGED HACK OF THE KKKKKKKCCCCCCCCCC:-) Thanks for the time, I'm not really raging I just killed and squished the little Pikachu I saw and then I sliced it into pieces and sold it on ebay according to THE MOST IDIOTIC ROM AND FAIL category. So long. PS : I DELETED YOUR HACK AND THEN
INSTALLED A CLEAN ROM, OPENED MY LAST SAVE, AND IT WORKED BETTER WIHTOUT YOUR See the answer above. The game is fixed now, so give it another try. Originally published as RPD490 - Original post.... So is it still a fun hack? Because I rather than go to the post of a guy above me to think that there is The game is a breaking bug in this hack. I really want to be able to try it out, so if
anyone else had the same problem with this guy when playing, and until I get a new R4 Flashcart for my 3DS, I don't want to play until I'm sure. I still get comments telling me it's an amazing platinum hack. I find it a very fun hack, but there have been a few freezings that I haven't had time to fix so far. The game is fixed, so go ahead and play it. But people don't have patience, and people don't realize how
easily bugs can pop up in games from just one small script addition. The game now works, so you don't have to have any problems. Looks good, the link to put in this in the final team plasma fight Maxus (I think his name) says: I'll be back originally posted chuckleslucifer - the original post - looks good, the link to put in this on the final battle plasma team Maxus (I think his name) says: I'll be back I would
only replace the text of the irrelevant npcs. Good two things: 1. When I try to go to the Spear Pillar, the game freezes in the room before I go to the place. I had to run my save from vanilla ROM to get around this. But when I go and leave the Spear Pillar back on the hack, since I change the save back to the hack, I end up in the stairs in the room before the spear pole. Don't know why he does it when I try
to go to the spear pole. It just goes black and the music turns off a bit, but I can still hear it and the game is hanging out there. 2. After beating Elite 4, go to the fight area, the minute I see Barry, the game hangs. 3. Trying to make contests, at least the acting part, the game hangs when I try to pick my first step. I thought you should know. This signature is off. Signature is over 600px wide :( Please review
and fix the problems by reading the signature rules. You must edit it to comply with the rules before you can remove the sig-reason code from your signature. Removing this tag will allow you to re-enable it. Don't remove the tag until you fix the problem in the signature. You can be fracted to remove this tag if you don't fix these issues. Don't use this tag for decorating purposes. Good hack and a lot of fun,
but I agree with the post above, after beating Elite 4 when you get on the ship in Snowpoint game falls as soon as you port and Barry on the other end. A fix would be great! It looks good. Let this go in the future. Would you consider creating the origin of SoulSilver/HeartGold? Is this the legend of the zelda link I see? XD Anyway, this hack looks like it's going to be good. He'll play when I have time.
Kirbymon soon! It's a good hack that doesn't get too much in the way of the original gaming experience, not to mention adding many and humorous references throughout the game. However... I have a problem with the event item, particularly the secret key. It's not working. Apparently, events such as they hack proof, so adding them to the game doesn't really really help either either because now the wall
in the Etherne building won't open. Kinda disappointment because now I'm left wondering if the other elements of the event you added to the game will also have the same result. Edit: Also, freezes are still taking place. Not sure if it's part of the game or part of your hack, but from the comments above, I'd assume it's the last one. Edit 2: Fixed! Using a cheat, that is. The secret key I got using the cheat code
is working. Looks like there's a problem with the hacked item. I tried to patch it up in pure platinum rum, but it didn't patch. PS: I use XDelta just like you said. Edit: Turns out I used a heavily outdated version of XDelta so I downloaded a new one and it worked. Help!! Play the hang as soon as I enter the battle zone and see the opponent. Help... The game has a terrible freeze, the second you enter after the
playing area for the first time. Are there any solutions for this? I'm releasing an unofficial version of this hack as a hotfix to combat the freeze zone, since the creator of the hack has been nowhere to be seen in the last 2 years. Download: StRnRJZL!9w62Lm322fTGkhVTekuyK8uOzJym4ZBAqqCfgZ4m6hk Pokemon Origin Platinum v1.5 (unofficial) changelog: Fixed Combat Freeze zone (s). Credit given to
MrCheeze to identify #201 as the reason. --- Update: I made a new patch: changed the Spear Pillar back to the original strain. The accident complained previously did not appear to be present and could be safely reenabled. Download: z4RwBZIA!yLV5RHNXO0jwyLfrQLmdmgCdJXQ_p27mhf4XkmYxOqU Pokemon Origin Platinum v1.51 (unofficial) changelog: Restored pre-Spear Pillar warp number as the
crash no longer appears to exist. I love Fallout Links, and the guy in Oreburgh with a joker quote made me lol xd When no one was watching, Lex Luthor took forty cakes. He took 40 cakes. That's only four dozen. And it's terrible. Originally published as ProjectRevoTPP - Original post - I'm releasing an unofficial version of this hack as a hotfix to combat the freeze zone, since the creator of the hack has not
been seen anywhere in the last 2 years. Download: StRnRJZL!9w62Lm322fTGkhVTekuyK8uOzJym4ZBAqqCfgZ4m6hk Pokemon Origin Platinum v1.5 (unofficial) changelog: Fixed Combat Freeze zone (s). Credit given to MrCheeze to identify #201 as the reason. --- Update: I made a new patch: changed the Spear Pillar back to the original strain. The accident complained previously did not appear to be
present and could be safely reenabled. Download: z4RwBZIA!yLV5RHNXO0jwyLfrQLmdmgCdJXQ_p27mhf4XkmYxOqU Pokemon Origin Platinum v1.51 (unofficial) changelog: Restored pre-Spear Pillar warp number as the crash no longer appears to exist. Could you kindly re-download that, please? What is this hack, both in terms of complexity? Compared to others hacks like Perfect Platnium? A
platinum? A platinum? pokemon platinum rom hack download. pokemon platinum rom hack gba. pokemon platinum rom hack cheats. pokemon platinum rom hacks nds. pokemon platinum rom hack reddit. pokemon platinum rom hack tools. pokemon platinum rom hack mega evolution. pokemon platinum rom hack android
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